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How to Win the Bored Meeting

By Mick Sharboloff 1 

Boring is underrated.

Anyone can be exciting. For example, dress up as Kurt Cobain or Joey 
Ramone and jump onstage in front of 500 people at 8:00 am on a 
given Thursday and sing your heart out. Exciting, sure. But what is 
the takeaway? Probably, that you’ll do just about anything for 
attention. Kind of pathetic when you think about it.

Boring, on the other hand, starts meetings 
on time. Boring avoids lawsuits. Boring gets 
things done. Boring is the new exciting.

As treasurer of a board of education, a boring board meeting is the 
goal. You don’t want to hear Garth Brooks or ABBA. You don’t want 
anything memorable. You want the meeting to be forgettable in every 
conceivable way. Because, that means everything went according to 
plan. Boring is beautiful.

What follows are tips on how to make your next board meeting a 
bored meeting. Remember: a treasurer who doesn’t win the bored 
meeting ends up getting whacked over the head with the “board of 
education.”

TIP #1 

Hold a Legal Meeting

Illegally held board meetings are exciting and attract media 
attention. As such, they are to be avoided. A bored meeting must  
be one of the three legal types of meetings: (1) organizational,  
(2) regular or (3) special. Yes, there are “study sessions,” “work 
sessions,” and other such things, but in the end, those are regular or 
special meetings. Treat them (and give notice of them and all 
meetings) accordingly. 

Board committee meetings should also be bored meetings (if not 
board meetings). Occasionally, and sometimes frequently, board 
members who do not serve on the committee will show up at a 
committee meeting. Houston, we [may] have a problem!3 Under the 
Sunshine Law, any “prearranged discussion of the public business” 
by a majority of the board of education is a meeting of the board of 
education, and proper notice of that meeting must be given.

A board meeting can be a bored meeting even if the board president 
isn’t present. In that event, the vice president presides over the 
meeting as president pro tempore. If the treasurer is absent, the 
board must choose one of the members present to serve as treasurer 
pro tempore.

TIP #2 

Employ Executive Function to Avoid  

an Illegal Executive Session

Executive sessions are exciting and, as such, are strictly limited by 
statute. There is a defined list of permissible subjects a board may 
adjourn into executive session to discuss, and if your subject isn’t on 
the list, you are leaving boring in the rear-view mirror.

Executive sessions are, essentially, ceremonies. Everything has to  
be done just so. To enter into an executive session, the board must 
first be in a properly called open meeting, then adjourn into the 
executive session pursuant to a motion that specifies, with specified 
specificity4, which one or more of the statutorily permissible  
subjects are to be discussed. Once finished, the board returns to  
the open meeting to conduct further business or adjourn.

What does a treasurer do if the board starts discussing matters 
during an executive session that are unrelated to the subject matter 

Ticking away the moments that 
make up a dull day

Fritter and waste the hours in an 
offhand way… 

- Pink Floyd, “Time”

I like boring things… 

- Andy Warhol 2

department: legal

Continued on next page.
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TIP #4 

Proceed with Caution on  

Consent Agendas

A “consent agenda” enables a board to consider two or more similar 
or routine items and act on them all with one yes or no vote.  
Of course, a board member may request that any particular item be 
removed from the consent agenda and separately considered. There 
are certain matters (e.g. authorization of the purchase or sale of real 
property, employment of certain officials, proceedings relating to  
tax levies and note and bond issues) that require separate action with 
a roll call vote. Agenda items are boring, and following the “boring 
is beautiful” rule 6 the more the merrier—right?

TIP #5  

Police the Policies

Board policies are boring. But a board that observes its policies only 
when it is in the mood can be exciting. A board should either (1) abide 
(like The Dude 7) by its policies or (2) revise its policies in such a way 
so that it will abide by them. To wit: public participation is permitted 
by most boards at some point during a meeting pursuant to board 
policy. Public participation can get exciting very quickly, and a board 
should pedantically8 remind attendees of its public participation 
policy and insist that it be followed.

A further example, relating back to the subject of meeting notices, 
are board policies that require notice of special meetings be given to 
members of the community requesting such notices. Treasurers 
should be aware of the various boring board policies in place for the 
conduct of board meetings to ensure a bored meeting.

TIP #6  

Take Goldilocks Minutes

Fairy tales are boring and safe for use as a metaphor in an article 
about the benefits of bored meetings. Goldilocks wanted her 
porridge neither too hot nor too cold, but just right. As the board 
(hopefully bored) meeting progresses, the treasurer has the 
responsibility of taking minutes of the proceedings. There is not a 
statutory definition of what must be included in the minutes. 
Transcribing every grunt, utterance and obscenity (never uttered at 
a truly bored meeting) might do but is hardly best. The Ohio Supreme 
Court had opined that the minutes must contain a record of the 
rationale and decision-making process and not be limited to a 
recounting of the roll call votes. In other words, minutes should be 
just right.

of the executive session, or the board is making decisions that ought 
to be made in the open? Ultimately, the board president presides, 
but a treasurer might well be expected to act as the “meeting police.” 
If the board starts to (1) discuss or deliberate other board business 
not one of the cited permissible subjects or (2) take official actions, 
follow this suggested protocol: 

 
 

Most often, that will bring the executive session to a close. Once you 
“recover,” of course, don’t forget to remind the board to go back into 
open session.

TIP #3  

Count the Votes

A majority of board members constitutes a quorum. A majority of 
the quorum is sufficient to adopt motions and resolutions unless 
otherwise required. Specific affirmative votes, including a 
supermajority, are required by statute for certain purposes. For 
example:

• The affirmative vote of at least 2/3 of the full board membership 
(i.e. at least four affirmative votes5) is required for adoption of the 
“resolution to proceed” for a millage-based current expense or 
permanent improvement levy.

• The affirmative vote of at least 2/3 of the full board membership 
is required for adoption of both the “resolution of necessity” and 
“resolution to proceed” for a substitute levy.

• The affirmative vote of at least 2/3 of the full board membership 
is required for adoption of both the “resolution of necessity” and 
“resolution to proceed” for a combination bond issue and millage-
based current expense and/or permanent improvement levy.

gently cough; if that doesn’t 

work, feign extreme 

nausea; 

and if the board 

persists, pretend 

to faint.

1 2 3
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1 Mick Sharboloff is a projected manifestation 
of repressed aspects of the personalities of 
Michael L. Sharb and Richard D. Manoloff, 
partners at Squire Patton Boggs (US) LLP. 
When not writing for the SBO Quarterly, 
Mick can be found hosting OASBO Idol 
and jamming with the OASBO Band. Mick 
believes that Ohio Revised Code citations 
are boring.

2 Andy Warhol may have liked boring 
things, but he was not boring. The Andy 
Warhol Museum in Pittsburgh is highly 
recommended.

3 Trivia: the actual quote is “Houston, 
we’ve had a problem.” Apollo 13, 
notwithstanding, is not a boring movie.

4 This sentence is sponsored by the 
Department of Redundancy Department.

5 For the mathematically challenged, 5 x 2/3 = 
3.33, which must be rounded up to 4.

6 Whatever Pantene may say, they won’t hate 
you because you’re beautiful.

7 Even though it features a lot of bowling, 
The Big Lebowski is not boring.

8 Pedant: “One who (i) makes a show of 
knowledge or (ii) is unimaginative or 
who unduly emphasizes minutiae in the 
presentation or use of knowledge.” Use: 
“Pedantically explaining the meaning of 
pedantic is high-level boring.”

9 To be a boring completest, you’ll also need 
a consultation with Doctor Emmett (“Doc”) 
Brown.

10 Trivia: the fraction one-seventh as a 
decimal is 0.142857142857, with the 1-4-
2-8-5-7 pattern repeating ad infinitum. 
Boring is infinite.

11 A nod here to the Notorious B.I.G. via the 
Hamilton Original Broadway Cast Recording. 
(Hamilton is playing in Cleveland as this 
article is being written, and is exciting, but 
in a good way.)

TIPS #7 

When in Doubt—Ask!

Time travel is exciting. Of course, absent a DeLorean and 1.21 
gigawatts9, it is also impossible. Either way, you shouldn’t rely on 
time travel to address legal questions. I get it: calling your attorney 
is boring. Your attorney may be boring. Laws are boring. But, save 
yourself some heartbreak and call your attorney of choice in lieu of 
saying things to yourself such as “I think this is right” or “What could 
go wrong?” Besides, when the board attorney is a bored attorney, the 
school district is a better place.

That completes your lucky 7 10 tips for winning the bored meeting.  
If you don’t know, now you know, school treasurers.11 Put them into 
use at your next board meeting and witness the bliss of boring. Just 
don’t expect your board to thank you: because it will be a bored 
meeting, they will all be busy checking their phones…. μ
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